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Executive Summary
Using theatre to disrupt injustices, advance equity, and build community, Mixed Blood has invited the global village into its
audience and onto its stage for its unique brand of challenging, inclusive, and predictably unpredictable theatre since 1976.
As the organization nears its 45th
anniversary, the plan for its future delves
even more deeply into challenge,
inclusion, unpredictability and
disruption. This strategic plan for the
next three years envisions a stronger
commitment to Radical Hospitality,
making reciprocal storytelling and
genuine engagement a centerpiece of
everything Mixed Blood does – on stages
and in unexpected performance sites, in
the community, in the office, on the
internet, throughout the nation.
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Located in Minneapolis’ Cedar Riverside neighborhood,
Mixed Blood is a point of assembly for residents and
organizations and brings audiences and artists together to
both imagine and create a more just world, spawning a
ripple effect of social change. The artistic work going
forward will be even more strongly built on partnerships
and relationships, using theatre as a delivery system for
ideas and experiences that empower individuals to take
action.
Mixed Blood has no debt, owns its own facility, and has an
operating reserve. The organization’s finances are in a
strong position through 2022, and this plan articulates
pathways for generating revenue farther into the future
than ever before.

A central feature of this plan is the transition to new
leadership, ensuring that the succession process honors
Jack Reuler as Mixed Blood’s founder, and welcomes a
new set of perspectives in the Artistic and Executive
leadership position. In addition, term limits for board
leaders will necessitate a board leadership succession
process as well, during the time frame of this plan.
During the process of creating this plan, we reviewed
Mixed Blood’s mission and vision statements. Revised
statements were approved by the board in early 2021. We
determined that Radical Hospitality is a core principle of
how Mixed Blood operates.

MISSION STATEMENT: Using theatre to disrupt injustices, advance equity, and build community,
Mixed Blood inspires the global village to create ripple effects of social change.
VISION STATEMENT: Mixed Blood collaborates and fosters partnerships in Minnesota and beyond to
amplify how art drives necessary change for our shared humanity, purpose, and rights.
Radical Hospitality is core to Mixed Blood’s organizing principles. We model reciprocity, inclusion, and
genuine welcoming to build relationships. We seek to make theatre beneficial by engaging with
individuals and communities for whom theatre and the arts have not been available due to lack of
resources, racism, physical accessibility, gender discrimination, or other barriers. We strive to ensure
that the nature, content, and practices embedded in our work are founded in integrity and equity, and
engage the breadth and depth of our many communities.
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Plan Overview
Mixed Blood’s work for the next three years is captured in
three overarching strategic directions:
• Transforming the Artistic Work
• Supporting the Organization
• Transitioning to New Leadership
These three directions are interwoven with one another,
and are all designed to sustain Mixed Blood through the
pandemic and beyond, to its next iteration under new
artistic leadership. A search process has begun to name
founding Artistic Director Jack Reuler’s successor as the
organization’s vision-keeper and rain-maker. The next
leader for Mixed Blood will be someone who values
relationships that lead to transformative artistic experiences
of community and change; as the plan is implemented, the
systems that support Mixed Blood’s work will grow
stronger and its ability to leverage its assets – particularly
the Firehouse and the organization’s national reputation –
will increase.
Each strategic direction is made up of goals, strategies, and
first-year actions, recognizing that once the first year of
implementation is completed, new realities will have
emerged that demand actions that can’t be imagined more
than a year in advance. Annual implementation planning
and rigorous self-evaluation of the plan will be required of
the staff and board.

Financial implications
Mixed Blood has spent four and a half decades making
work in a culture of scarcity. To be successful in its
reinvention, that culture must be left behind. Adequate
resources – in time, people, and dollars – are necessary
building blocks of the new Mixed Blood. As the institution
redefines itself as a progressive organization using the arts
as its delivery system, the sources for funding should also
expand to funders of social services, sciences, and more.
As the art-making-as-problem-solver positioning gets
polished, earned revenue opportunities will reveal
themselves. As cross-sector relationships dominate a
greater portion of the work, different cash flow methods
will be exposed. As Mixed Blood expands to have a
geographic range far greater than the Twin Cities, potential
donors – individual, foundation, corporate, and public –
grow. To dilute white supremacy and let capitalism be the
means and not the end, general operating support – in all
its forms – must be prioritized. There will be more yearround positions needed to ensure that activating the
firehouse will soar. Artists’ and administrators’
compensation must increase to attract and retain the best
of the best. As the American workforce recognizes that
equity is not an aspiration, but a necessity, the demand for
great BIPOC employees across all sectors will inflate
compensation in appropriate ways, at Mixed Blood and
everywhere.
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Planning Process
This plan was created during the COVID-19 pandemic –
the first planning sessions took place in mid-March of
2020, and the process continued intensively through
October. The process began with interviews and
discussions with Minneapolis-area thought-leaders, who
brought deep respect for Mixed Blood’s work and
questions the planning process would need to answer.
A planning team of staff, artists, and board members met
regularly with the strategic planning consultant over the
seven months of the process, creating an initial vision for
the future and fleshing out the goals, strategies and actions.
The results of the process are contained in this document
and an accompanying spreadsheet of detailed plans, and
captured in the “plan on a page” visual representation seen
on page one of this document.
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Strategic Direction One: Transforming the Artistic Work
Context
by Jack Reuler, Founding Artistic Director
How can theatre insert itself into social equations so that
those social equations are not solvable without theatre?
How can Mixed Blood’s form of theatre transmute from
nicety to necessity – to be truly essential, nay
indispensable. Knowing that impact will take a long time
to measure, how can Mixed Blood assure that each
theatrical call to action has the necessary time before and
after the production to succeed at achieving outcomes? If
place is geography bound by shared meanings, if place
plus time equals change, what does change do to
meaning? How is meaning shaped? By whom? For whom?
These questions are the spark plugs that drive the engine
that defines this institution and its raison d’etre.
At Mixed Blood, adaptability is sustainability. As a
continuation of the evolution and maturation of its mission
and in response to a COVID-inspired mandate to reinvent
the art form at a time of national racial reckoning, Mixed
Blood transforms itself from being strictly a producing nonprofit theatre into a progressive organization that uses
theatre as its delivery system to catalyze social justice and
effect social change. Engagement is the art and to wed
engagement, art, and impact in virtuosic and substantive
ways is Mixed Blood’s new DNA. Its signature Radical
Hospitality, conceived as an access initiative, is now a
core value, embedded in every facet of the institution.

Relationships, listening, and partnerships are the
foundation of the new Mixed Blood. Instead of – or as well
as – finding and sharing stories deemed current, topical,
provocative, and necessary, the new motto is “We want to
be part of your story.” If relationships are central to
building community, then listening is the currency of
making change. Listening demands patience. Listening
demands curiosity. Listening demands care. Listening
demands a willingness to be wrong, to discover, to
imagine that which you have not yet imagined. Long-term
involvement on issues responsive to active listening to the
concerns of the region and its populace will determine
impact. Cross-sector work will define impact in
unprecedented ways. There must be a call to action or that
the piece of theatre be the enzyme that catalyzes
resolution of a social malaise. That theatre will be of, by,
for, with, and about community.
With a product and process portfolio that expands beyond
live performance, Mixed Blood will be an animator of its
block in Cedar Riverside and of the region and nation.
Membership – in all its guises – becomes an anchor of
connectivity. Ushering in the next generation of activist
artists will be an organizational priority.
While performances and organizing events may take place
in “venues” of all types in disparate locations, activating
the 1887 firehouse in which Mixed Blood has operated
since 1976 is also core to mission realization. Activating
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the firehouse as an irresistible nurturing and gathering
place, utilizing the building as a platform for social action
and activism, sharing the space with a spectrum of
communities and movements, and branding the edifice as
a “home of the bold” for town halls, community
mediations, and a public square will be central to defining
success.
There should be no question about the virtuosity of the
work. Mixed Blood leadership remains committed that its
work can intersect all theatres at the crossroads of quality
and meet or exceed them. The highest professional
standards will remain a calling card.
Through a “Race And” lens, Mixed Blood’s bedrock
pursuit of and insistence on equity leads its assault on the
isms that plague America. Transforming a culture of
judgment to one of compassion form the pillars that guide
Mixed Blood’s strategic thinking. To quote Audre Lord, “It
is not our differences that divide us. It is our inability to
recognize, accept, and celebrate those differences.”

Goal One
Creating and facilitating stories of and for social justice
that amplify and embed Radical Hospitality and
engagement in everything Mixed Blood does
Strategies
A. Craft partnerships with organizations and community
leaders with shared interest in advancing justice
B. Nurture emerging artists for work in public theatre
C. Ensure listening is a central activity, embodying radical
hospitality
D. Mount relevant “traditional” theatrical productions
E. Build a long-term calendar for project implementation
Outcomes and Success Measures
• Long-term relationships become a source for on-going
artistic work
In the next year, Mixed Blood will play a role in
influencing housing insecurity by connecting
service providers with policy makers with
developers with landlords via The Most Beautiful
Home…Maybe; in connecting race, philanthropy,
species preservation, and conservation in
Animation, performed at Como Zoo; and in
addressing racism as a health care issue in the
Zoom play SOS. But we also will have the privilege
to give unfiltered voice to a plethora of smart
‘artivists.’
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•

•

Consistent, audacious calls to action are part of the
artistic work - and they’re answered!
Active, collective, distinctive disruption, which
results in seeing the change that we're advocating
for - even if it's incremental.
Manifesting a safe, welcoming and uncomfortable
space and set of ideas (if we're comfortable, we're not
doing it right), with the Firehouse playing a central role
in the Cedar-Riverside neighborhood.
Mixed Blood will operate in an atmosphere of high
discomfort married with a high belief that these
collective efforts will result in change. We dare to
manifest this, without knowing whether our work
will lead to success.

Goal Two
Expanding our community beyond geographic boundaries
Strategies
A. Create a membership program that invites deep
participation
B. Continue to make programming available online
Outcomes and Success Measures
• Influence beyond Minneapolis, beyond our own
constituency.
We’re still grounded in “how can this help you do
what you do better?”

•

•

The national conversation about Mixed Blood is about
the work, not about Jack.
The work of the succession committee is detailed in
Strategic Direction 3
Our image catches up to where we are: nobody calls
us a theatre anymore.

Goal Three:
Activating the Firehouse as an irresistible nurturing and
gathering place
Strategies
A. Use the building as a platform for social justice actions
and activism
B. See Strategic Direction #2, Goal 4
Outcomes and Success Measures
• Public recognition for the building’s use as other than a
theatre
Our building will remain transformed into a food
shelter for our neighbors and a place for mask
distribution and Covid testing and voter
registration/recruitment and census taking. This is
what essential looks like.
• Mixed Blood stakeholders don't think the building is
“precious”
Turnkey use of the building by community
organizations, supported by robust protocols and a
low-impact staffing and support structure.
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Strategic Direction Two: Supporting the Organization
Context
by Robert Lunning, Board Chair
We are experiencing a moment of social and economic
change. Each individual has their own story about
adapting to changes at work, ways of socializing, family
life, personal finance, mental and physical fitness. For
some, the effects of change are profound and destabilizing.
The same is true in community. It is not only the pandemic
or the politics or the climate or the focus of difference or
the information explosion. It is the sum of these with a
multiplication factor. Eventually, we shall find out whether
or not this is a time when cultural paradigms shifted. For
now, there is a tangible sense of ground shifting under
foot.
This immediate context frames Supporting the
Organization. This strategic direction may be most subject
to change, call for the most innovative action, require
courageous action to secure Mixed Blood’s future and its
values. Supporting organizations like Mixed Blood will not
only be about digging deeper, but about digging smarter.
How is Mixed Blood supported – both socially and
financially – through these times and into the future? To
what extent does mission following funding or funding
seek and sustain mission-based work rooted in
community? When Radical Hospitality is factored in as an
organizing principle, how is support re-defined? How are
social solidarity with and financial support for

Mixed Blood’s mission and work equitably acknowledged
and activated? Why is Mixed Blood deserving of
community support?
Although these exact questions may not have shown up on
participants’ individual screens, they floated in the Zoom
space we shared for seven months. The “Why?” of Mixed
Blood has always moved toward social and economic
democracy. The importance of this is more evident in the
context of these times.
The strategic goals to support Mixed Blood start with
people. An underlying assumption has always been, if its
connections to communities are authentic, those
relationships will sustain Mixed Blood. This planning
brought that assumption positively, self-consciously to the
forefront. What would achieving these goals look like?
Accomplishing this aspect of the plan begins with
understanding the breadth of Mixed Blood’s community by
asking, listening, and responding to the needs of those who
support and rely on its work. Relationships are two-way
streets; telling Mixed Blood’s story in ways that are clear
and resonant deepen existing relationships and create new
ones. To activate relationships, using Mixed Blood’s artistic
and tangible assets – the Firehouse and other – to nurture
community locally as well as nationally is key to on-going
success both socially and economically.
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For Mixed Blood insiders – board, staff, and allies –
achieving the strategic direction of Supporting the
Organization can and should start now through a deep
commitment to advocacy.
Goal One:
Diversifying and expanding revenue streams
Strategies
A. Increase institutional giving
B. Activate individual giving plan
C. Generate revenue from contract projects
D. Create a model of how to raise funds up to three years
in advance
Outcomes and Success Measures
• More general operating revenue, more funders (even if
each relationship yields smaller amounts)
Mixed Blood succeeds if its partner organizations
succeed, and measuring success includes ensuring
that cooperative fundraising is additive, not
subtractive, especially for marginalized
organizations and communities.
• The role of earned income at Mixed Blood is clearly
articulated
Programs such as On the Job have, in the past,
earned significant revenue for Mixed Blood. There
will be new iterations of these programs, and we
will discern how to equitably garner revenue from
people who can pay for the experiences Mixed
Blood has to offer.

•

Donor relationships are distinct from Jack, and are
optimized to the whole organization.
Completing a founder transition requires shifting
relationships away from one individual and toward
the values and goals of the institution.

Goal Two:
Connecting with people and institutions who value what
we do
Strategies
A. Develop and maintain good relationships and
meaningful projects
B. Understand our existing audiences better
C. Increase our national reputation and donor base
D. Evolve existing funder relationships into long-lasting
and sustainable collaborations
Outcomes and Success Measures
• Movement away from transactional relationships,
movement toward reciprocal relationships, in which
disagreement doesn't necessitate dissolution
We are trusting, and worthy of trust, and our
business model is built on this principle.
• Frank and honest relationships with funders
Mixed Blood will be able to speak truth to power,
and disrupt the dynamic in which the funder sets
the terms of the relationship.
• More multi-modal interactions
We will celebrate when patrons attend a play and
use the building and elicit our help in working on a
cause that we share a passion for.
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Goal Three:
Strengthening promotion: telling our story clearly and
beautifully
Strategies
A. Craft strategic marketing and communication plans
B. Shift our positioning and images so that we are clearly
a progressive organization that uses the arts as a
delivery system in order to make social change
Outcomes and Success Measures
• Public recognition for things beyond theatre - we make
news, not arts news
We amplify our role as a delivery system for social
justice, and we deliver.
• We're seen as a place for more than “an escape”
The causes we’re highlighting are front and center.
• Internally, we break down the silos so that our people
know what we're accomplishing
Everyone who is part of the organization can be an
ambassador, with a compelling story authentically
told.

Goal Four:
Activating the Firehouse as an irresistible nurturing and
gathering place
Strategies
A. Become a Cedar Riverside asset by identifying people
in need of space and voice
B. Identify ways in which the Firehouse can be modified
(both physical and technological) in order to help it
succeed as a central magnet.
C. Make our proximity to downtown and the universities
more of an asset
Outcomes and Success Measures
• The Firehouse is the space where people regularly
gather and feel safe to have challenging, uncomfortable
conversations.
• Radical Hospitality is represented in the accessibility of
our space, both indoors and outside.
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Strategic Direction Three: Transitioning to New Leadership
Context
by Tabitha Montgomery, Immediate Past Board Chair

encourage in the next wave of artistic and organizational
leadership.

As a result of Mixed Blood’s mission, vision, and values it
continues to leave its fingerprints on the local and national
theatre experience. For nearly half-a-century, a whirlwind
of 44 years, it has nimbly, memorably, and incandescently
sought to elevate calls for justice, equity, and inclusion
through artistic expression and an active community
presence.

Over the next two years, Mixed Blood will navigate a
singular defining journey that culminates the end of a
seminal era of leadership while ushering in a new season
that fosters undeniable growth. Supporting the first part of
the journey will extend beyond tributes and platitudes to
ensure decades of stakeholder relationships are woven into
the road ahead. Equally as important is the organization’s
commitment to attract an executive and artistic leader who
embodies the mission, vision, and values of Mixed Blood
through their prior works, statements, and cultural
experiences. Successfully navigating the entire transition of
leadership requires depth and clarity of board leadership
while creating numerous avenues for year-round staff,
artists, funders, and other stakeholders to see themselves in
the organization’s past and future.

A key to the organization’s longevity and impact rests in
the various leaders, in various roles, who have and
continue to cross the threshold of the Mixed Blood
firehouse. Each has contributed to more than four decades
of welcoming the voice and narrative of folks all too often
unseen and unheard due to systemic isms of all forms. In
this way, it is artists, year-round staff, and board members
using their individual time, talent, and gifts who
collectively advance the organization’s mission.
The ability to attract hair-raisingly gifted people to enliven
the organization’s work currently remains driven by the
visionary leadership of the founding Artistic Director, Jack
Reuler. Although many of Jack’s contributions to Mixed
Blood and the theatre community as a whole can be
quantified and qualified, it’s those that can’t which are the
most deafening. It’s the spirit and power of unique assets
that will be the most consequential to recognize and

In the midst of traversing toward new leadership, a keen
commitment, passion, and the will of existing leaders will
ensure that operational advancements contribute to the
long-term sustainability of Mixed Blood. The impact of 44
years of systems, the reach of a global pandemic, and
newly urgent calls for justice will each contribute their
own unique challenges and opportunities to how the
organization’s operations evolve. But evolve they must, to
ensure Mixed Blood’s new season of leadership has the
best chance to use arts, artists, and all its assets to shrink
inequities and injustice rooted in the division of isms.
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Goal One:
Conducting an elegant and compassionate Founding
Artistic Director succession process
Strategies
A. Seek a leader who values radical hospitality,
engagement, and artistic achievement
B. Prepare for structural shifts with new leader
Outcomes and Success Measures
• All parties feel honored by the process and its
outcomes
If Goals 2, 3, and 4 see significant progress, Goal 1
becomes much easier to attain.
• The process is not rushed or exclusionary, and it’s a
hard decision among the finalist candidates.
• The board is deeply invested in the choice of the new
leader, and participates actively in the decision.
Goal Two:
Deepening board engagement
Strategies
A. Continue board development
B. Clarify board responsibilities to empower the board
members in their positions
Outcomes and Success Measures
• Every board member knows what their job is for the
year, how it contributes to the organization's success
Tactics like a board member contract, and a
rigorous board self-evaluation, will ensure success
in this area
• Board focuses on one or two policies to sharpen each
year

Goal Three:
Supporting the staff
Strategies
A. Empower staff members in autonomous, coordinated
work
B. Designate a staff member with HR responsibilities
C. Assess and address the biases that are baked into the
organizational structure
Outcomes and Success Measures
• All staff members feel they are cast in the right role.
• Rewards and recognition are meaningful, and support
staff members in their next steps.
Goal Four:
Strengthening systems and processes
Strategies
A. Strengthen staff communication procedures.
B. Strengthen financial processes
C. Articulate and clarify organizational culture
Outcomes and Success Measures
• We are regularly asking and answering the question
“what do we need to improve how we do this work
together.”
• Staff can articulate more things that work well than
things that work badly.
• Shared values are visible in staff interactions.
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